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Volcker Compliance Portal
The Volcker Rule’s prohibitions on proprietary trading and private fund activities pose major compliance
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The Hub allows users to effectively manage these tasks and coordinate among their
legal, compliance, technology, operations and risk departments. Using common content
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■■ Intelligent Information Collection: Using web-based questionnaires and data collection tools
developed by Davis Polk to identify prohibited trading activities and covered fund relationships and
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Subscribers can purchase any rulemap for a fixed cost. Our rulemaps cover a wide array
of releases containing provisions applicable to swap dealers, including registration
requirements, reporting and recordkeeping obligations, capital and margin and
business conduct standards.
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Volcker Compliance Program
Our approach includes:
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Program Architecture: Developing a high-level, enterprise-wide Volcker compliance architecture;
High-level Policies: Establishing high-level trading and funds policies on an enterprise-wide basis, as
appropriate;
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■■ Management Education: Developing reports and memoranda for senior management and the board
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External Outreach: Developing disclosure materials to educate and update clients and investors.

Swap Dealer Rulemaps

Davis Polk’s industry-leading Financial Institutions Group provides unparalleled capacity and experience
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